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The Janus-faced Shopping Centre
The Low Countries In Search of a Fitting Shopping Paradigm

Abstract
When in the mid-1950s, the shopping centre typology reached the Low Countries, it confronted governments,
policy-makers, architects and planners with the question: how to introduce and adapt this novel commercial
typology to the local context? To respond to this question, several ‘missions’ were organised to study this
phenomenon abroad. The conclusion was that two distinct shopping centre paradigms existed: The American
model, as it could be observed in the United States and Canada, and European model, as it had emerged in
Sweden, France and Great Britain. This paper investigates what these missions identified as the distinctive
characteristics of these two shopping centre models and which specific recommendations regarding urban and
suburban retailing and distribution were derived from them. Finally, the paper examines how these suggestions
were implemented in or translated into the first shopping centre designs in the Low Countries: ‘Shopping 1’ in
Genk (Belgium) and Amstelveen shopping centre in The Netherlands.
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Introduction
“Between Delft and The Hague, in Rijswijk, a modern shopping centre, of the type that has been in
existence in Amstelveen for some time now, is being built. Other parts of the country are also
considering the construction of such a ‘shopping centre’. Even more places are studying or developing
plans. The situation is similar in other Benelux-countries… All of this following the example of
America. Will the shopping streets of Amsterdam, Antwerp, Brussels, The Hague, Luik, Luxemburg or
Rotterdam all be de-populated?”1

When the American suburban shopping centre concept arrived in the Low Countries2 in the mid-twentieth
century, countless concerns were voiced and numerous questions raised about the impact that this commercial
typology would have on the region’s spatial structure. Initially conceived in the mid 1940s by Victor Gruen, a
Viennese architect who migrated to the United States in 1938,3 America’s first ‘purebred’ suburban shopping
centre, Northland, opened in Detroit in 1954.4 Following Gruen’s design, Northland covered close to seventy
hectares, housed nearly a hundred stores and could accommodate up to 8344 cars, neatly grouped into a number
of colour-coded parking lots, which were accessible through a private circular road system.5 Gruen’s most
famous creation, however, opened two years later in Edina, just outside of Minneapolis. Southdale shopping
centre cost twenty million dollars, had seventy-two shops and two anchor department stores, all combined under
one roof, with air-conditioning for the summer and heating for the winter.6 Divided over two levels connected by
escalators, the complex also hosted a ‘town square’, which combined a fishpond, a café, sculpted trees and a sixmetre-high cage with brightly coloured birds at its core, all illuminated by a large skylight.7 The result was a
sensation. Reporters from all of the country came for the Minneapolis shopping centre’s opening. According to
historian Jeffrey Hardwick, the national and local press wore out superlatives attempting to capture the feeling of
Southdale. Life called it “The Splashiest Center in the U.S.”, Time dubbed it a “pleasure-dome-with-parking”,
while Institutions Magazine declared Southdale a paradigm of “America’s newest institution, the suburban
shopping centre”.8
Not long after Southdale opened, America’s “newest institution” arrived in Europe, where it quickly
forced architects and planners as well as retailers, economists and politicians to come to grips with this novel
commercial phenomenon. Many European countries sent ‘missions’ to the United States to investigate this new
shopping typology first hand. Between 1953 and 1961, three Swiss delegations visited the US to study the
‘American model’ of retailing,9 in 1956 a British delegation journeyed across the ocean to visit shopping centres
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in Chicago, Pittsburgh, Washington, Philadelphia and New York,10 and in 1963, a mission of the Association of
German Retailers also travelled to America, visiting the latest examples of shopping centres from Boston to San
Francisco.11 The Low Countries did not falter and also sent missions abroad. In 1960 the Comité Belge de la
Distribution12 (Belgian Service for the Advancement of Productivity) sent a delegation charged with
investigating the development of shopping centres to the United States, and one year later, in 1961, the Dutch
Overheidsadviescommissie voor de Harmonische Ontwikkeling van de Detailhandel (Governmental Advice
Commission for the Harmonious Development of Retail) journeyed across the Atlantic, where they – after
attending the ‘International Seminar on Modern Merchandizing Methods’ in Dayton – travelled to Detroit,
Washington and New York. During their trip, the Commission not only visited shopping centres but also
architectural offices, federal and municipal centres of excellence and various consultants involved in the
development of shopping centres.13 The discoveries that this Dutch mission made, led to the 1962 Kopen en
Knopen (Shopping and Tangles) exhibition in the Rotterdam Bouwcentrum.14 The mission of the Belgian
delegation in turn gave rise to the publication of a detailed report recounting the experiences from the United
States.
Not only Northern America became a source of inspiration, but also certain European countries were
increasingly recognized as ‘shopping centre’ destinations. In 1961, one year after their visit to the US, the
Comité Belge de la Distribution sent a mission to Sweden, France and the UK, and published their findings in a
report similar to the publication of the American mission. Under the heading Blik over de Grenzen (A view
across the borders) Belgium’s northern neighbours also featured several European shopping centres in the Kopen
and Knopen exhibition and in 1963, Simon Petrus Marie Keesen, a journalist who in 1961 had joined the Dutch
mission of the Overheidsadviescommissie voor de Harmonische Ontwikkeling van de Detailhandel to the US,
published a 112-page book on the ‘retail revolution’ in the US and Sweden.15
The goal of these foreign missions and their resultant exhibition and publications was twofold; on the
one hand they strove to educate the population of the Low Countries about the new ‘shopping centre’
phenomenon, while on the other hand they sought to proffer guidelines and recommendations on how this new
typology could be successfully adapted to and integrated in the region. This paper investigates what
recommendations regarding urban and suburban retailing – specifically relating to its regulatory framework,
planning and programming – were derived from these missions, and how these suggestions were translated into
the first shopping centre designs in the Low Countries – Amstelveen’s Binnenhof in The Netherlands and Genk’s
Shopping 1 in Belgium.
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Recommendations: The Quest for a Shopping Centre Paradigm
The Problem of America
Between 14 October and 6 November 1960, a delegation of the Comité Belge de la Distribution went on a
mission to the United States to study shopping centres.16 The company travelled to Ohio, Illinois and Michigan,
where it visited a myriad of malls, including Victor Gruen’s Northland Centre in Detroit.17 A few months after
the visit, the delegation published a travel report, a significant part of which was dedicated to “the
metamorphosis of cities in the United States”.18 The report unambiguously stated: “[i]t is deplorable to have to
witness the demise, not to say the death, of the [American] city centre, of which life is retracting at an
accelerated pace”,19 and clearly held the shopping centre accountable for this sad situation:
“Numerous shops, both large supermarkets and small specialist shops, close or slowly languish. Save a
few exceptions, they are all for sale or simply demolished to make way for parking-facilities, as their
revenue rapidly decreases. […] At the same time, the number of commercial centres in the periphery, as
well as their revenue quickly, increases. Everyone we met […] underlined the pronounced advantages
of living outside the ‘downtown’ and making use of shopping centres in the periphery of large cities.”20
Similar observations were made by Keesen who in his 1963 publication on shopping centres in the United States
and Sweden, postulated:
“The horror stories about the retail revolution that has happened in America are true: during our study
trip to the United States, we were confounded by the price-crash, the destruction of small and large
downtown businesses, the emergence of filthy as well as neat discounters, the urban exodus of
American citizens and the incredible development of the car park.”21
The Kopen en Knopen exhibition, which was on display in Rotterdam between 5 June and 1 September 1962,
revealed these American “horror stories” to the Dutch public. The sixth stop along the exhibition-trajectory that
was laid out through the hexadecagonal Bouwcentrum carried the theme: “Will the core of the city remain the
commercial centre?” “To find the answer”, an exhibition panel announced
“[t]he Kopen en Knopen exhibition takes you on a journey to the United States. […] Here a new
phenomenon arose, the so-called shopping centre. […] Located in the urban periphery, it is very
appealing to shoppers because of its coordinated design, pleasant shopping, entertainment, easy parking
and modern sales methods. It is [however] instructive to examine what subsequently happened in the
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United States: shops left the chock-full cities, where traffic had increased to an undesirable level [and]
the congested urban core in many cases became the desolate, dead inner city.”22
Across the Low Countries, the developments in the United States were thus depicted as a cautionary tale, which
was to be avoided at all cost. Although the advantages of shopping centre developments were acknowledged, the
question: “How can we benefit from this development without suffering the negative effects?”23 became
paramount. The Belgian report suggested that to pre-empt the accelerated spawning of large shopping centres in
pursuit of the hot suburban dollar – or rather the hot suburban Belgian Franc – which would negatively affect
nearby downtown areas and lead to unfettered (sub)urbanization,24 it would be of prime importance to keep a
close watch on the spatial planning and design of shopping centres by forging close collaborations between
governmental bodies and the market:
“The mission hopes that in the frame of planned urban development equal attention will be paid to
questions of distribution and problems regarding commercial urbanism as to other factors [such as]
industry, housing, etc. and, that for the studies that are currently being conducted by the public sector –
the Directorate of Urbanism – fruitful collaborations will be forged with the private sector. This will
certainly be the case when it comes to the large housing developments, which enable the government to
impose certain guidelines regarding the composition and architecture of the shopping centre.”25
The report thus unambiguously placed the development of shopping centres on equal footing with industry and
housing, two essential building blocs of the European welfare state.
The socio-political situation in 1960s Europe was quite different from that in the United States. On the
continent, the need for reconstruction after the Second World War propelled economic growth and provided
resources for welfare state expansion, while rivalry with the Communist block – the Cold War – ensured the
ideological imperative for a non-revolutionary route to social improvement.26 As a result, the European welfare
state emerged. Contrary to post-war America where – informed by Cold War liberalism – government
interventions favoured market benefits, the European welfare state was very interventionist and regulatory, and
relied on an agreement between the market, state and civil society.27 These socio-political disparities between
Europe and the United States were also picked up by the Comité Belge de la Distribution:
“Considerable differences can be noticed regarding the frame of mind, economical organisation and
quality of life between Europe and the United States. That which might be conceivable, possible,
desirable or feasible in the United States is only found in a very attenuated form in Europe. The
European people are more attached to tradition, more stable and more conservative. The cities, and
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particularly the city centres have a much deeper significance for them. At the same time, as a general
rule, the State and the local public administrations intervene much more actively in the social and
economic life in Europe than they do in the United States.”28
Delegates of the Dutch mission to the United States underlined that these profound socio-political and economic
differences between the two geographic regions resulted in very different shopping habits and would (inevitably)
lead to a different shopping centre development:
“Shopping habits over here [in the Netherlands] are profoundly different […] And we are not (yet) as
indolent as over there [the United States]. ‘No parking, no business’ is currently the highest wisdom
over there, which even applies to churches. An American will not walk for more than 200 metres from a
parking spot to a shop; a phenomenon which is taken into consideration when planning parking lots
around shopping centres. […] But what is possible in America is not possible here. In contrast to the
immense freedom that retailers over there [in America] have to determine how they would like to build
on their plot, which often leads to a chaotic urban planning, we have a rigid system of urban expansion
plans, plot alignments and building ordinances.”29
The careful planning of the built environment was of course one of the key areas in which the European welfare
state sought to achieve its ambitions of economic redistribution and social welfare. The Comité Belge de la
Distribution therefore – similarly to the Dutch mission – hypothesized that shopping centres in Europe were
likely to adopt different forms than those in the United States – “European [shopping] centres undoubtedly take
on distinctive forms, […] different to those that exist in the United States”30 – and sent a delegation to visit
commercial centres in Europe. It was “after all in a European frame that viable solutions for the integration of
commercial centres in Belgium needed to be found”.31

Experiments and Achievements in Sweden: The New Core
Between 7 and 17 May 1961 a delegation of the Comité Belge de la Distribution went on a mission to France,
Great Britain and Sweden.32 The findings of this mission were presented in a 96-page report, which – in line
with expectations – confirmed that shopping centres in Europe had taken a different path from the one that their
American ancestors had travelled down. The comparison with Sweden in particular threw this disparity into
sharp relief. In Sweden, a country that sociologist Gøsta Esping-Andersen has pinpointed as one of the most pure
‘social democratic’ welfare state regimes,33 strong government intervention ensured that the development of new
shopping went hand in hand with strategic urban planning. These differences between Sweden and the United
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States were also highlighted by the Dutch journalist Simon Keesen who in 1962, one year after his trip to the
United States, visited Sweden. His publication of the following year brashly stated:
“Sweden is no America. Swedes lack the self-conscious openness of the American, who all too often
prides himself on everything that his country achieves. This becomes ever so clear in politics. If
America is the epitome of freedom, Sweden is an organised socialist paradise, [where] a sense of
justice, organisation, material and humanist tinged spiritual progress are guiding principles for
statesmen. Social security from cradle to grave is a reality in Sweden. The hospital is free. The
government provides brand new, well-equipped houses, in particular for workers. Planners are held in
high regard. And here, we draw nearer to the position of the small- and mid-sized business; nearer to
the construction of shopping centres. This development [of shopping centres] can only be understood if
one is familiar with the social life of the country.”34
In Europe, Sweden was a forerunner in the domain of shopping centre development as commercial interests
transformed planning ideology in the country in the decades following the Second World War,35 In 1954, the
(now) famous Vällingby Centrum was inaugurated, which seemingly effortlessly combined the public good with
private interests.
Located less than fifteen kilometers north-west of Stockholm, Vällingby was the first so-called ABCsuburb – A for arbete (work); B for bostad (housing); and C for centrum (centre) – and was deemed a successful
(built) example of Europe’s ‘middle way’. Situated along a railway line extending from Stockholm and in close
proximity of a major arterial road, Vällingby was to become a New Town with sufficient jobs, social services,
and leisure and consumer opportunities for it to have a life of its own.36 Vällingby Centrum was organized
around a large all-pedestrian, open air shopping square, which effectively functioned as the New Town’s ‘town
square’. The pedestrian zone was given a complex shape by a variety of low-slung rectangular buildings, one or
two storeys high, which housed the town hall, library and youth centre as well as numerous shops and a cinema.
The complex straddled the train line and linked through bridges and tunnels to the adjacent neighbourhoods. The
Centre was unified by a whimsical pavement pattern of large circles, some of which were extruded vertically
into circular wading ponds that were very inviting for children on hot summer days.
Vällingby and other, comparable Swedish shopping centres constructed at the heart of New Towns thus
soon became reference points in Europe, both in terms of social and spatial planning. Already in 1960, the
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce remarked: “The recent trends in retail trade evidenced throughout Sweden in
the construction of suburban shopping centres of different types have attracted the attention of specialists from
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other countries”37 and published a concise, 40-page pamphlet, entitled Swedish Shopping Centres: Experiments
and Achievements to quell the growing thirst for information. The publication opened by explaining that Sweden
had adopted a radically different stance to the development of shopping centres than the United States:
“In the United States public authorities have not had any appreciable influence on the course of events.
Businessmen, financial interests and contractors have built the new [shopping] centres on those sites
which to them appeared to be the most suitable economically. Sweden may be said to represent the
opposite extreme. Its town planning legislation gives the local authorities much wider powers in this
field than is the case in most other countries.”38
This alternative approach was supported by the selection of shopping centres included in the brochure. Of the
total of six, two shopping centres were developed by municipal societies,39 one was built by a non-profit housing
company,40 and three were initiated by (a consortium of) private contractors.41 Nevertheless, even these privately
developed shopping centres were often partly financed by state loans,42 allowing the public authorities to exert
substantial control over shopping centre developments: “Private enterprise has played an important role in the
creation of various built-up areas in the neighbourhood of Stockholm. Here again, the responsibility for town
planning naturally falls upon local authorities, but its execution is ensured by co-operation between town
planners and landowners.”43 The advantages of this collaborative approach were also underlined by the Comité
Belge de la Distribution in their Shopping Centres en Europe report:
“In a liberal economy, it is very difficult to try to impose absolute regulations when it comes to the
location, size, … of commercial infrastructure. […] Nevertheless, in the present state of things, in
which the responsibility of the studies and proposals for the concrete realization of suitable commercial
equipment lies with the private sector (both large units and small businesses), a close collaboration with
the public authorities is indispensable at various stages of the studies and execution.”44
In Revolutionaire Distributie in U.S.A. en Zweden, Keesen similarly expressed his admiration for the highly
controlled, carefully planned development of shopping centres in the Sweden, which he described as
diametrically opposed to the evolution that had occurred in the United States:
“In the United States shopping centres have freely selected their location amidst the vast and chaotic
bungalow-houses that sprawl around cities. In Sweden shopping centres have [conversely] become
[essential] components of the highly planned suburbs adjoining a few large cities. Such suburbs have
been completely planned on the drawing board. Everything that could be provided has been provided.
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The Swedish situation therefore approximates the Dutch circumstances much more closely than the
American [situation].”45

Discovering the ‘European’ concept of the stadsdeelcentrum
The shopping centres discussed in the Swedish Shopping Centres brochure were all built in the heart of new
suburban centres surrounding Stockholm. In order to facilitate communications, these suburban cores were
located along underground railway lines extending from Stockholm, which strung them together like pearls on a
necklace. While the overall planning policy aimed at locating the majority of retail trade in the core of these
suburban centres – allowing local residents to do all their shopping there, visiting several different shops in one
trip – a number of premises were also allotted to cultural and social organisations, to make the core the real heart
of the district. The 1962 Kopen en Knopen exhibition in Rotterdam dubbed these suburban centres
stadsdeelcentra or ‘sub-city-centres’ and heavily promoted this development as the solution for the integration
of shopping centres in the Netherlands. At a study day held during the exhibition, G. van ‘t Hull, alderman of the
city of Amsterdam pointed out that: “It is incorrect to liken these sub-city centres with the American
phenomenon of shopping centres.” 46 Contrary to the American shopping centre, he explained:
“These sub-city centres will need to be designed in such a way that they will both functionally and
visually function as the ‘heart’ of the sub-city in question. This implies that from the start, a close
collaboration between the architects of the centre and the municipal urban authorities is necessary and
that apart from shops, cultural, social and administrative facilities will need to be planned in the
centre.”47
According to the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce,48 the stadsdeelcentrum, or autonomous suburban centre
paradigm was strongly indebted to the developments that had occurred in Great Britain after the war.49 In 1946,
only one year after the end of the Second World War, the British parliament passed the New Towns Act.50
During the war, many buildings had been damaged or destroyed, which combined with depression era
slowdowns, lead to overcrowding and congestion in the country’s industrialized cities. The New Towns Act
aimed to decongest these larger industrialized centres by rehousing people in freshly built, new and fully planned
towns that were completely self-sufficient and provided for the community. It enabled the government to
designate areas of land for the formation of new towns, and regulated the establishment of development
corporations, each of which was responsible for the building and management of one of the projected new
towns. Starting from 1946, three development waves led to the creation of about two dozen new towns in
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England and Wales; twelve between 1946 and 1950, five between 1961 and 1964 and six between 1968 and
1971.51 Many of the British New Town were – just like the Swedish examples – built around what they called a
‘shopping centre’.
In May 1961 the Belgian delegation visited two New Towns in Britain; Stevenage, north of London,52
and Harlow in Essex, on the border with Hertfordshire.53 In its mission report, the delegation noted that in these
British new towns “[the shopping centre] is integrated in a complete set of social and cultural buildings that add
to its attraction and form a complete centre, the function of which is both commercial and civic”.54 In spatial
planning terms, these shopping centres at the heart of British New Towns were quite similar to the Swedish New
Towns– all pedestrian, largely open to the sky, composed of “a coherent piece of architecture”55 of low (two- to
three storeys high) rectangular volumes, which “give a sense of unity” 56, and easily accessible by both public
and private transport. In a 1959 article on “The Stevenage Town Centre”, Town and Country Planning
succinctly explained these planning principles as follows:
“The plan of the shopping core is simple. Ring roads form a rectangle enclosing a central pedestrian
area […] off the ring roads open the car parks which are formed in the re-entrant angle of the blocks of
buildings. The bus station, the interchange point for local, regional and long-distance services, opens
directly on to the Town Square and so is continuous with the pedestrian area. […] Another factor in the
design was the necessity to create within the centre a feeling of intimacy and enclosure as opposed to
one of coldness and draughtiness. This has been achieved by a careful relation of heights of buildings to
widths of the spaces opposite.”57
In January 1960, less than two years after Stevenage’s Town Centre had opened, The Builder published a
commending review, which emphasized the popularity of the New Town’s “all pedestrian shopping precinct”.58
It success, the journal mooted, “is due not only to the relaxed and convivial atmosphere in which the local
residents enjoy their shopping, freed from the tyranny of the motor vehicle, but also to the fact that the motor car
has been properly catered for and not banned from the town”.59 According to Town and Country Planning this
clever formula quickly “won the approval both of the local shopping public and of the traders who have taken
premises here”.60
The Belgian delegation, although impressed by the strong socio-spatial planning principles
underpinning European shopping centre design and convinced by the beneficial effects of making the shopping
centre a core component of New Towns and sub-city-centres, did point to some negative effects resulting from
their (perhaps unanticipated) success: “Just like in Sweden, fact has shown that the attraction of the main centre
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[of the New Town] occurs to the detriment of intermediate centres nearby and sometimes even widely surpasses
the jurisdictional boundaries of the ‘New Town’, due to the rising motorisation.”61 Most of the delegation’s
critique was however reserved for the architecture of these New Towns, and by extension of the shopping
centres that were located at their core. Regarding the British centres, the report concluded that they often miss a
“soul” and that “the artistic sense is frequently forgotten”62 – a critique that recurred in the discussion of the
French Villes Nouvelles and their shopping centre cores:
“In France, in the twenty-something commercial centres in the region of Paris, a lot of similarities can
be discovered regarding the architecture and it is sufficient to list the most common trait without having
to describe each of them separately. The plan is simple: the straight line dominates […]. The
construction is almost always metal frame, which is visible and gives the complex a utilitarian
character. The storefronts are sober; sometimes overly so.”63
The anodyne architecture of the European shopping centre that the Belgian delegation critiqued could be
understood as an expression of the ideological underpinnings of socio-political system that these structures were
inscribed in. Contrary to the garish privately developed shopping centres in the United States, the shopping
centres in Sweden and Great Britain were cast as integral building blocs of the welfare state and its planning and
architecture – bread and butter architecture64 – was designed to embody its egalitarian and democratic ideals.
This was also the case in France, where the shopping centre became a cornerstone of new suburban cores. The
French New Towns, or Villes Nouvelles programme – an ambitious national programme launched by Charles De
Gaulle in 1965 – promised to remedy the suburban blues of these Grands Ensembles. The Villes Nouvelles
would create new, vibrant urban centres in the periphery, which would be interconnected by a new regional
express train network converging in downtown Paris. Most New Town planners were however critical of
shopping malls.65 The planning team of the New Town of Évry, for example, emphasized that its new centre –
comparably to the approach in Sweden and the UK – was to be “an embryo of an Urban Heart” and was to avoid
“the American-style shopping centre, anti-urban by its very nature, with its desolate facades and sea of parking
space.”66 This was precisely the message that the Low Countries’ delegations brought home from their foreign
missions.

Translations: Building Shopping Centres in the Low Countries
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When it came to the planning of shopping centres in the Low Countries, the analysis and ensuing
recommendations of the Belgian and Dutch foreign missions – in spite of the criticism on some of the
architectural features – clearly favoured what they identified as the European shopping centre paradigm of the
stadsdeelcentrum over the assumed American model. The key difference between these two geographically
remote paradigms, following the missions’ intelligence, largely had to do with the stakeholders involved in the
development process. In Europe, a close collaboration between the private and the public sector had seemingly
ensured the creation of carefully planned, cohesive ensembles of commercial, civic and social facilities, which
were generally well-connected to both public and private transport infrastructure and stood in sharp contrast with
the private sector’s profit-driven shopping centre development in the United States, which did not structure
suburban sprawl, but exacerbated it.

Shopping 1: Belgium following in the footsteps of the United States
In the early 1960s Genk, a municipality in the North-East of Belgium, decided to – in its own words – build an
“American inspired” shopping centre.67 This plan was first revealed at a town meeting on 18 February 1964,
following which a municipal Commissie voor Commerciële Urbanisatie (Commission for Commercial
Urbanisation) was established. This commission was charged with reconciling commercial demands with Genk’s
urban development. In October 1964, although well aware of the ‘perils’ of the American shopping centre
paradigm and well informed about the developments in Sweden,68 the commission unambiguously projected its
future on that of Sulzbach in Germany, where (at that time) “[t]he only shopping centre following American
norms has been built on the European mainland […]which has a strong power of attraction on an area with a
radius of 30 kilometres surrounding the shopping centre, which is home to two million people”.69
The commercial success of Sulzbach’s shopping centre and the magnetism that it exerted on its
surroundings was very appealing to Genk. At the turn of the 20th century, after the discovery of charcoal in the
region, Genk started urbanising at an impressive pace.70 Three mining sites opened in the municipality;
Waterschei in 1909, Winterslag in 1912 and Zwartberg in 1913 and in the following decades – mainly due to the
influx of foreign labourers from Poland, Italy, Ukraine and Turkey – the population increased dramatically from
approximately 3500 inhabitants in 1910 up to 47,500 in 1960.71 Genk’s fragmented settlement pattern, which
had historically been built up out of a number of dispersed hamlets,72 was now further articulated, with the three
mining sites functioning as (new) nuclei of growth. In the first half of the twentieth century, the mining patrons
constructed not only extensive housing estates for their workers, but also equipped these sites with a multitude of
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socio-cultural, educational and recreational facilities, such as kindergartens, schools, hospitals and casinos.73 By
the early 1960s, however, when it became clear that the natural resources were not infinite – the mine of
Zwartberg closed in 1966 – Genk set out to reinvent itself: “Before 1961-1962, the population components were
mainly based on the coal industry (…) employing approximately 15000 workers. But meanwhile other industries
have come to Genk, for instance Ford Werke AG from Cologne, to name only the most prominent one (…).”74
The development of the shopping centre also formed an important component in the municipality’s
endeavour to establish a new economical order. It was to position Genk as a modern centre of urbanity in the
region and dissociate the municipality from its black mining past. The new shopping centre was attributed a key
role in Genk’s urban planning; located at a short walking distance from Genk’s budding city centre, it was
destined to contribute to the formation of a new urban core that could weave the municipality’s dispersed and
disjointed urban fabric back together. The land that was expropriated to establish the shopping centre was
bordered in the North and South by planned state-roads,75 in the East by the municipal park and in the West met
Genk’s emerging ‘downtown’. Although the municipal Commission for Commercial Urbanisation had clearly
well understood its task of espousing urban development with commercial interest, it was ostensibly unaware of
the fact that its approach was much more ‘European’ than ‘American’ in nature. In Genk, just like in most of the
examples that the delegation of the Comité Belge de la Distribution had visited in Sweden, the UK and France, it
was a public authority (the municipality) and not private developers that took the initiative to take the land and
construct a shopping centre. The municipality was therefore able to select the location for the shopping centre as
well as commission an architect of their choice to come up with a design. In 1964 Genk asked architect J.M.
Plumier to develop a proposal for its shopping centre. His initial design, which supposedly responded to the brief
that the municipality had set, attests to ambitions that are of a radically different nature than those identified in
the American shopping centre. The plans show a complex of detached, rectilinear buildings with different height,
size and function, all located in a car-free, open air all-pedestrian area surrounded by parking lots. Next to
commercial activity, it incorporated – much like many of the European shopping centres that were visited during
the 1961 mission – a large housing block, offices, an administrative centre, a hotel, a café, a restaurant and a
range of communal facilities such as a day-care centre and a swimming pool. The buildings were all connected
through an intricate system of ‘streets in the sky’, that were according to M. Franćois, Director of Technical
Services of the city of Genk, to “[…] separate the vehicular traffic from the pedestrians while maintaining an
optimal car-accessibility to the entire perimeter of the shopping centre”.76 Sketches that Plumier made however
suggest that apart from this very functional aim of grade separation these ‘streets in the sky’ were to fulfil a
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social function as well. They were depicted as an extension of the urban fabric, as places where people could
linger, chat and observe activities in the lower-lying areas of the shopping centre. [Figure 01, 02, 03]
By 1965 Plumier’s design had evolved from this initial multi-level, multifunctional open-air complex to
a shopping centre structured around a (predominantly) single-story open-air commercial street, which traversed
the plot from East to West and comprised a much more limited set of auxiliary functions. At its most Eastern
point, it collected two large supermarkets and a few smaller commercial units around a spacious square, while in
the West it gathered a modest health clinic, a restaurant and a hotel around a square with a generous pond. The
shopping centre could easily be reached by car via a bridge over the planned state road between Hasselt and
Maaseik that gave out onto a three-level car-park, which was serviced by a gas station. Plumier’s plan however
suggested that local shoppers could just as easily access the shopping centre on foot from the city ‘centre’ via a
pedestrian path that sliced through the adjacent western plot,77 which separated the shopping centre from the
existing market square. [Figure 04]
Based on this design, the municipality opened a tendering procedure and soon reached an agreement
with the company Constructions et Entreprises Industrielles (C.E.I.) from Brussels. Genk would sell the land that
it had expropriated to C.E.I., which in exchange was to build a shopping centre on the site following the design
of architect Plumier. The company committed to completing the shopping centre within five years, while the
municipality pledged to execute all the necessary road works to ensure optimal accessibility to the shopping
centre. In the contract that C.E.I. sent to the municipality in May 1965, the company suggested that the
established price, 25 million Belgian Francs (approximately 620,000 euros), was still negotiable: “Should Genk
refrain from charging the undersigned [C.E.I.] to construct certain of the non profitable components, such as the
multi-story carpark, the health clinic, the hotel and the bridge then the conditions of the sale could be revised,
taking into account the additional available land and the surplus value that could be attributed to it.”78
By December 1966, architect Plumier had drawn up new plans. These no longer showed the open-air
shopping street, but a fully enclosed large, low-slung complex, composed of six large volumes connected by
covered pedestrian streets. Although the hotel, the bridge, the multi-story carpark and the health clinic were still
included, these were drawn in dotted lines and carried the inscription “to be part of a next approval application”.
Meanwhile, the service station had assumed a circular shape that wrapped in ramps, enabled car parking on the
roof of the building. Throughout 1967 these plans, which unmistakably made generous concessions to C.E.I.,
were further elaborated. As a result, when Shopping 1 finally opened its doors in August 1968, it no longer
remotely resembled the initial ‘European’ proposals that Plumier had made, but was much more akin to what the
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foreign delegations had identified as the ‘American’ shopping centre – a dumbbell mall – which the municipality
initially aspired to build: fully enclosed, climate-controlled, with parking for 1000 cars on the roof, and a doubleheight Bon Marché supermarket (as anchor store) located in its most north-western corner. [Figure 05] Similar to
Southdale, Shopping 1 had a ‘natural feature’ at its core; next to a set of ponds with low fountains, there were
large planter boxes filled with shrubbery and small trees. This ‘centrepiece’ was encased by low rock walls and
illuminated by a garish chandelier in the shape of a Mesoamerican pyramid, hung upside down. The rest of the
interior was lit by a dense array of circular light fixtures, that spread a diffuse artificial light, while cracked stone
paving, benches, and light spheres, resembling street lighting, aspired to give this novel, modern artificial
environment a familiar ‘urban feel’. This rather drastic scale-back in design did however not reduce the
enthusiasm of the local popular press, which (presumably unaware of ‘what could have been’) marvelled about
how Shopping 1 had created ‘a new heart in the city’.79 In February 1972, four years after Shopping 1’s opening,
Het Nieuwsblad, for instance, wrote:
“In Genk the shopping centre is also a meeting place. […] Random sampling of shoppers has taught us
that people come here for just for ‘recreation’, but then quite often ‘purchase something’. Those who
live nearby come here to shop and have a coffee, or to meet people. ‘Why would I go the city if I can
find everything that is available on the Nieuwstraat [Brussels’ main shopping street] right here’, we
were told by one lady.”80

Amstelveen, a ‘European’ stadsdeelcentrum’s Binnenhof
One of the first shopping centres built in the Netherlands was Amstelveen’s Binnenhof. The Binnenhof was
located at the heart of Amstelveen, a sub-city centre of Amsterdam, which was to accommodate a population of
90,000. The plan for the development of Amstelveen was first adopted in 1956, after the inter-municipal
corporation Agglomeratie Amsterdam was founded. This corporation developed a structure-plan for the whole
agglomeration surrounding Amsterdam to initiate controlled decentralisation. The original design was made in
1957 by a team of architects, including the office of van den Broek and Bakema,81 Arthur Staal and P. Zanstra,
who worked in close collaboration with the municipal urban planning cell. In spatial planning terms, Amstelveen
was quite comparable to the developments in Sweden, France and the UK. Located in close proximity of the old
city (Amsterdam), it was well connected to both the public and private transport infrastructure and had a core or
kern with commercial, administrative and civic facilities.
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In April 1958, the first kernplan or core-plan for Amstelveen was published in the journal Bouw (see
figure 7).82 It revealed a neat rectilinear mixed-use development, with a large, three-storey town hall (raadhuis)
at its heart. To the south of the town hall, a voluminous four-storey office building was sited, which also
contained public services, including a post-office (kantoorflats met openbare diensten); to the north was a lowslung supermarket (warenhuis) with annex bank; to the east the plan included a collection of tall, five-storey
apartment buildings with shops on the ground floor; and to the west, the town hall faced an expansive triangular
public square. Other components of the plan were a cultural centre, a six-storey hotel, a range of apartment
complexes, three to ten storeys high, some of which had shopping on the ground floor, a police station,
community services (wijkverzorgende bedrijfjes) and so-called ‘special buildings’ (bijzondere gebouwen).
[Figure 06]
By November 1961, however, when Amstelveen’s new centre was festively opened, this initial design
had changed drastically. One of the most notable changes was the stark increase of shopping facilities (see figure
8: the buildings with numbers 6, 8, 9, 13 and 14 all have shops on the ground floor), which had pushed the town
hall out of the core, to the western periphery of the development, where in the 1957 plan the hotel had been. To
accommodate this increase in shopping, the wijkverzorgende bedrijfjes (community services) and the spacious
public square of the 1957 plan, were replaced by expansive parking lots. At the heart of the development was
now a sizeable shopping centre, which surrounded an all-pedestrian open square, called the Binnenhof. The
Bouwkundig Weekblad, which in 1962 devoted a twenty-page article to Amstelveen naïvely remarked: “The
original intention placed the town hall more or less in the hustle-and-bustle of the shoppers, but when a
prospective buyer expressed his interest to build a department store in this location, the town hall was moved to
the south-western corner.”83 [Figure 07, 08]
The changes that were made to the plan aptly illustrate the dynamics that were at play in the
development of such sub-city centres, which were the result of collaborations between private contractors, the
market, and the state. The undeniable glaring increase of shopping between the first design and the final
development, prompted the Bouwkundig Weekblad to – in an apologetic manner – point out: “From in the
beginning the commission was to design not a shopping centre, but a ‘heart’ for a municipality of 100,000 souls.
Governance, culture and a shopping centre were to this end united in one design.”84 The periodical furthermore
emphasized that this “heart” was primarily designed for the citizens of Amstelveen: “It has been the clear
intention of the designers to design this city centre as a meeting place for the inhabitants. Governing elements
(council hall, police station) and elements for daily life (housing, shops, corporations, banks, post office) were
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clustered in the vicinity of and around a square where also culture receives a share.”85 Also the name that was
given to the open square at the heart of the shopping centre was to underscore the complex’s civic ambitions.
The Binnenhof refers to a 13th century Gothic castle (with an open – nowadays public – square in the middle) at
the heart of The Hague, which in 1584 became the political centre of the Dutch Republic and is today still the
home of the States General of the Netherlands, the Ministry of General Affairs and the office of the Prime
Minister.
Nonetheless, in spite of the generous concessions made to the private stakeholders in its planning, the
architecture of Amstelveen’s Binnenhof was – in line with the sub-city centre developments in Sweden and New
Towns in the UK and France – subjected to a carefully defined set of restrictions. The whole complex was to
adhere to a square module of 1.10 metres, all its elements were to be visually connected by a canopy, which
maintained a continuous height of 2.65 metres and which was clad in teak. Store signs and advertisements could
only be placed on the shop-fronts, which were recessed under the canopy.86 This resulted in a typical example of
dry welfare state architecture that sought to express an equilibrium between the demands of commercial (private)
interests and the desire to convey civic solemnity and unity. Nonetheless, the architect, E.F. Groosman, placed a
tall ‘advertising-mast’ (reclamemast) at the heart of the Binnenhof.87 Continuously reminding shoppers that
“Coca Cola refreshes best”, it not only became the focal point of the complex, but also a pointed herald of the
eventual triumph of commercial interests over the public good. [Figure 09]
A decade after Amstelveen was inaugurated, in 1972, another Dutch mission was organised to the US
and Canada, this time by a small group of architects and a project developer who, “[…] intrigued by the
numerous contradictory opinions [about shopping centres in the US]” set out to “bring some clarity in this
matter”.88 To that end, the company visited thirty large shopping complexes on their journey and recounted their
findings in a lengthy article in the journal Bouw. An epilogue projected their American experiences on the
situation in the Netherlands and started with an ardent plea for the enclosure of shopping centres in the
Netherlands:
“[…] in the US a pronounced preference for enclosed shopping centres exists among consumers, and as
a result also among developers and investors, and the open-air centres that we visited were clearly less
attractive. Although the Dutch situation is evidently not identical to that of the US, there are probably
less differences in human behaviour than many assume or hope.”89
The findings of this mission and the tone of the article reporting on its findings were very different those of the
1961 mission, which a decade earlier had proudly written – also in the journal Bouw – that: “Shopping habits
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over here [in the Netherlands] are profoundly different […] And we are not (yet) as indolent as over there [the
United States].”90 In 1988, Amstelveen’s Binnenhof was covered in glass, defining it as a formal contrast to the
social, cultural and governmental functions housed around the shopping centre and effectively relegating the
sometimes eerie, often quite desolate and windswept images of the 1960s and 1970s Binnenhof to the past. One
year later, in 1989, the project to renovate and expand the ‘heart’ commenced. This included an expansion of
shopping functions with an additional (predominantly enclosed) 4500 square metres,91 which aimed to convert
the shopping area into a “vibrant core”.92

Delusions, Disillusions and Conclusions
As the histories of Amstelveen in the Netherlands and Shopping 1 in Belgium illustrate, the disparities between
what the Belgian and Dutch foreign missions identified as the ‘American’ and ‘European’ paradigms were much
smaller than implied by their reports, publications and exhibition. The collaborations that were – following the
European shopping centre ‘model’ – set up between the state and the free market were tenuous at best and
susceptible to considerable market pressures. Both in Shopping 1 and the Binnenhof a clear privatization
occurred during the design process – albeit much more extensive in Genk than in Amstelveen. Ironically, this
‘corruption’ of civic ideals by commercial interests had also happened in the United States, a fate about which
Gruen complained loudly.93
On both sides of the Atlantic, shopping centre projects of the 1950s incorporated planned
decentralization. Many planning and architecture professionals had of course long seen decentralization as a
‘healthy’ process, which had the potential to offer ‘oppressed’ city-dwellers the indispensable benefits of ‘space’
– air, trees and distance from neighbours – and developed spatial models to structure this decentralization.
Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City and Frank Lloyd Wright’s Broadacre City are only a few famous examples
preceding José Luis Sert’s writing on the need to create new community centres and civic cores, where gathering
among friends and strangers could take place and where a public life could be found. In his 1942 publication
Can Our Cities Survive? Sert posited: “… organized community meeting places could establish a frame where a
new civic life and a healthy civic spirit could develop.” These ideas were further articulated in 1951, when
CIAM invited architects to reflect on the theme the Heart of the City. The goal was to come up with different
possible (symbolic) urban ‘cores’ – a prominent community building, a meeting square, or other central spaces
or structures – capable of literally and symbolically unifying the urban fabric beyond the agglomeration of
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functional zones. In the city or outside the city community formation was key.
It is against this frame of reference that Sweden, the UK and France elaborated their New Towns and
sub-city-centre policies, but also informed by these examples that Gruen developed his shopping centre idea(l).
He envisaged the shopping centre to become a ‘suburban crystallization’ point or ‘satellite downtown’ that –
once several were realised – could develop into a network of nodes, which would not only structure
decentralization, but also safeguard the commercial viability of the (traditional) city centre. These regional
centres, he wrote, “[…] will by no means decrease the importance of the downtown business district but they
will alleviate the unbearable traffic and parking conditions in the downtown area, thus improving shopping
conditions”.94 Moreover, these regional centres were multi-functional, like the city. Gruen’s first plans for
Southdale placed the shopping centre at the heart of a tidy four-hundred-and-sixty-three-acre development,
complete with apartment buildings, houses, schools, a medical centre, a park, and a lake, all of which bears
strong resemblance to the original proposals that were made for Genk and Amstelveen. In these terms, Southdale
was not a suburban alternative to downtown Minneapolis but, Gruen thought, it was the Minneapolis downtown
corrected and cleansed of planning and history’s mistakes. Herein lies the connection between the (assumed)
‘American’ and ‘European’ models. And like the European examples, Victor Gruen’s grand plans for Southdale
were never realized. No parks or schools or apartments were built, only a big (if fascinating) box in a sea of
parking. His nearly utopian socialist dream was built by American capitalists, who – cleverly using the sudden
change in the economics of mall-building – turned into a paradise of the liberal economy.95 In Amstelveen and
Genk, the market similarly redirected earlier ideals.
In the beginning, the design and planning of the ‘American’ and the ‘European’ shopping centre was
identical. Each could be seen as one half of a monozygotic twin, spawned from the desire to create a new and
improved version of the European downtown.96 However, in the immediate post-war decades, nurture stifled
nature as both twins developed differently – or perhaps rather ‘at different speeds’ – according to the different
socio-political environments that they found themselves in. In the European welfare state of the 1950s and 1960s
the equilibrium between market, state and civil society was initially maintained, resulting in carefully planned
shopping centres, equipped with cultural facilities, well-connected to public transport and a ‘sober’ architecture.
However, as the Low Countries gradually liberalised and the free market gained power,97 the early post-war
shopping centres gradually transformed into what their American ancestors had been since the mid-twentieth
century: “machines for selling.”98 The lessons that the foreign delegations should have drawn from their
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excursions to the United States was that the grandest of visions could be derailed by the slightest imbalance in
the collaboration between the state and the private market. Also Gruen came to this realization too late. He ended
his living disclaiming responsibility for the shopping centre, snarling: “I refuse to pay alimony for those bastard
developments.” However, as he turned away from his adopted country, disillusioned, in 1968 and moved back to
Vienna, he found that a shopping mall had been built just south of the city, which was putting the beloved
independent downtown shopkeepers out of business.99
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